Southeast Florida Archaeological Society
November, 2017

Saturday, November 18, 2017
at 10:30am
Elliott Museum Theatre
(Note new meeting location)

Revolutions in World Prehistory
by Dr. Kyle P. Freund
This presentation discusses “revolutionary” events in human prehistory spanning the past seven million years and highlights the various inventions and evolutionary developments that
have shaped our species. It will be shown that human prehistory
is dynamic, and archaeological evidence provides insight into
what makes our species unique. Topics covered include the appearance of bipedality in our pre-human ancestors, the invention
of stone tools, the emergence of artistic expression, and the
“Neolithic Revolution” that saw the transition from a life of hunting-and-gathering to farming.
Dr. Freund Biography
Dr. Freund is an Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Indian
River State College (IRSC) in Fort Pierce, Florida. He was an undergraduate at the University of Florida and holds an M.A. from the University
of South Florida. He completed his Ph.D. at McMaster University in Ontario, Canada and joined the faculty of IRSC in 2015. Professor Freund
has been involved in multiple field projects throughout Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Canada, and the United States, although his primary research
centers on prehistoric farming communities of the Central Mediterranean. His specializations include stone tool analysis, ancient metallurgy,
spatial statistics, and field survey.

Dr. Kyle P. Freund

Field Trip
Windover Archaeological
Site Exhibit
January 20, 2018
8:00am to 5:00pm
Brevard Museum of History
and Natural Science
Cocoa, Florida
To sign up please contact:
Carl Anderson-Thomas
cantho04@comcast.net
772-266-5560

Reminder
SEFAS Membership Dues
The dues we receive help underwrite lectures, brochures,
educational materials, special
events and other related activities.

Newsletter Spotlight

Attached is the Membership
form to be completed and
mailed.

Thank you to volunteers Kalyn

Not a Member?

O’Connor, Jim Packer, Katie Higgins and Carl Anderson-Thomas
for their help at the Indian River
Lagoon Science Festival and Fire
Fest!

Please consider joining.
We look forward to seeing you
at the next meeting!
For information call 772-266-5560

